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Summary 

Nine models of homologously contracting, uniform composition stars have 
been constructed for p,2M/Mo in the range 10-80. Apart from the two smallest 
models, all models have convective cores, the size of core increasing with the mass. 
The rate of contraction increases with mass up to p,2M/Mo = 32 and decreases 
thereafter. One set of models covers all compositions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Previous investigations of the contraction of massive stars have been under
taken by Boury (1963) and by Van der Borght (1964). In these investigations it 
was assumed that contraction was homologous, and the relative distributions of 
the physical quantities were taken to be the same as in the corresponding main 
sequence model. This implies that there is no energy generated in the envelope 
and is a good approximation when there is a large convective core containing most 
of the mass. This can be expected to be the case for very massive stars, owing to the 
importance of the radiation pressure. On the other hand smaller stars are wholly 
radiative in the period immediately preceding nuclear burning. 

Models are constructed here in which the energy generation in the radiative 
region is taken into account. It is shown that the equations of quasi-static equili
brium can be solved directly, independently of the radius, if it is assumed that (i) 
contraction is homologous, (ii) the energy source is entirely gravitational, (iii) the 
opacity is due to electron scattering, and (iv) the composition is uniform throughout 
the model. This leads to models which change from purely radiative at the lower 
masses to mainly convective at the higher masses. By extending the transformations 
used in Van der Borght and Meggitt (1963) to the energy equation, a one-parameter 
set of models suffices for all compositions. These models can be expected to be a good 
approximation to the structure of a massive star during the time when the surface 
temperature is high enough to ensure a radiative envelope, but before nuclear energy 
provides an appreciable proportion of the luminosity. 

II. EQUATIONS 

The assumptions of uniform composition and of electron scattering opacity 
imply that J1. and K are constant throughout the model. Also, in the absence of 
nuclear processes they do not change with time. In the basic differential equations 
for the stellar interior (Schwarzschild 1958, whose notation is used here), the com
position and radius are removed from all equations except the energy equations 
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«2), (5) below), by the substitutions m = p.2Mr, l = Kp.2Lr, t = p.RT, following 
the procedure of Van der Borght and Meggitt (1963). Using the equation of state 
to eliminate the density and pressure, the differential equations become 

Oonvective 

Radiative 

dm 4n-a f3t3 2 

<Ix = 38l'I-f3' X ' 

dl 
-=KI:; 
dm 

dt G f3(8-6f3) m 
dx = -~. 32-24f3-3f32'X2' 

df3 G 3f33(l_f3) m 
<Ix = gf 32 - 24f3 -3f32 • x2t; 

) 
df3 1 f3 - = --·-{l-41TcGm(I-f3)}· 
<Ix 4nc81 x2t ' 

) 
together with the expression for the energy released by contraction, 

38lT 0 
I: = ~ OT(ln T-8yj3-ilny), 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where y = (1-f3)jf3, f3 is the ratio of gas pressure to total pressure, and T is the time. 

To these equations are added the boundary conditions m = 0, l = 0 at the 
centre, and t = 0 at the surface. The additional condition necessary at the surface 
has been taken as 

KL 
4n-cGM(I-f3) = 1. 

This is an approximation to the more precise condition 

( T)4 1 
Te = 2{I-KLj4n-cGM(I-f3)}, 

(6) 

which holds in a radiative region near the surface, in which Mr and Lr are taken as 
constant and in which KP R2jGM has the value i when T = Te (effective temperature). 

The composition (which enters only through K and p.) and the radius are 
removed from the energy equations (2) and (5) in the following way. The assumption 
of homologous contraction is that q = MrjM is independent of the time. By Lane's 
theorem (Chandrasekhar 1939) it follows that RT and f3 are independent of the 
time. Define the quantity K by 

p.2 d(l) 
KK = dT R . (7) 
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Equation (5) then beoomes 
E = 3fRtj2KK. (8) 

The surfaoe oondition (6) shows that KL is constant during the contraction, that is, 

3fRMfl 
2K 0 t dq = constant. 

It follows that K is oonstant, and the oontraotion follows the usual pattern in whioh 
the reciprooal of the radius changes uniformly with time. Combination of (2) and (8) 
leads to the energy equation 

dl 3fRt 
dm = 2K· (9) 

Equations (1), (3), (4), and (9) are now independent of both radius and time, and so 
may be integrated to give a model in a state of homologous oontraction. 

III. METHOD OF INTEGRATION 

The equations were integrated numerically on an IBM 1620 computer using 
the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a step length of 1 % of the 
radius. Starting from the surface the values of two parameters, Land K, need to 
be chosen. The method described by Sears (1959) was used, in which the run of 
U = d(lnMr}jd(lnr) determines whether the initial choice of L is too large or 
too small. In a similar manner, a check on the value of K was obtained by observing 
the quantity d(lnLr)/d(lnMr), which should increase monotonically from zero 
at the surface to unity at the centre. If this quantity decreases anywhere K is too 
large, and if it exceeds unity K is too small for the particular value of L chosen. 

Each inward integration was terminated at x = 0 ·10, and the central value Po 
was estimated from the convective expansion 

X2(471'G/LpR2 Y ) 
Y = YO-2: fRT ·5+4Oy+32y2 0 

+ x'(1671'2G2/L2pS R4y. 70 +120y+768y2+1024y3) 
24 5fR2T2 (5+4Oy+32y2)3 0' 

while To was obtained from constancy of the entropy 

(iIn y+8yj3-ln T)(3fRj2/L) 

in the core. These values were used to start an integration from the centre out to 
the point x = 0 ·10. The differences between the values of P and T at this point 
from the inward and outward integrations were used to improve the estimates of To 
and flo, and the differences in Mr and Lr were used to improve the values of the 
parameters Land K. So long as these differences were less than 1 % of the quantities 
involved, linear extrapolation in two variables gave excellent results. 
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IV. RESULTS 

The results of the integrations are set out in Table 1. With the exception of 
the models p.2MjMo = 10 and 12·5, which are purely radiative, all models were 
found to have convective cores and radiative envelopes. Interpolation in the 
Schwarzschild condition shows that convection appears at the centre when 
p.2MjMo = 13·1. The subscripts c, f, s refer to the centre, boundary between core 
and envelope, and surface respectively. The numbers in the row labelled P.E. are the 
coefficients of -G M2 j R in the expression for the potential energy. Comparison 
with the value 

for a poly trope shows an average polytropic index varying between 2·76 and 2·6. 

TABLE 1 

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATIONS 

p.2MIM o 10 12·5 15 20 25 30 40 60 80 
------------------------

1O-5K 1·122 1·030 0·976 0·920 0·896 0·887 0·891 0·930 0·982 
log10(1<p.2LI Lo) 4·204 4·407 4·563 4·793 4·962 5·094 5·294 5·558 5·735 
p.RTc/l06Ro 148 173 195 232 264 295 350 447 532 

Pc/;, 31·6 29·7 28·1 26·2 25·3 24·9 24·9 25·6 26·5 
xf - - 0·147 0·262 0·327 0·372 0·433 0·504 0·546 
qf - - 0·076 0·302 0·458 0·564 0·695 0·818 0·874 

LflL - - 0·122 0·429 0·607 0·713 0·827 0·916 0·949 

fic 0·818 0·769 0·727 0·662 0·614 0·576 0·519 0·444 0·395 
fif - - 0·740 0·697 0·662 0·631 0·582 0·509 0·458 

fis 0·879 0·845 0·815 0·765 0·722 0·686 0·627 0·544 0·486 
P.E. 1·337 1·319 1·303 1·279 1·265 1·256 1·249 1·250 1·257 

The constant K is defined by equation (7), and is tabulated so that KK is in 
units of (years) X (solar radii) if K is expressed in cm2jg. It gives a measure of the 
Helmholtz contraction time in the sense that if the model were to contract from 
an infinite radius, KKjp.2 would be the time in years to contract to one solar radius. 
It can be seen that the rate of contraction reaches.a maximum for p.2MjMo = 32, 
more massive models contracting more slowly. In fact, for large masses K will 
increase in proportion to the square root of the mass. For, as M increases the model 
approaches a completely convective state in which radiation pressure is dominant. 
Under these circumstances Hoyle and Fowler (1963) have shown that a good approxi
mation is obtained by using a poly trope of index 3. This satisfies the relation 

(10) 

and has potential energy -3GM2j2R. Since only the proportion f3j2 of the energy is 
available for radiation, we have 

L _ ~i.(3GM2) 
- 2 d-r J,2R . 
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Substitution of K from (7), (3 from (10), and L from (6) with l-(3~lleads to 

K = 7·7x103(/-L2MjMo)t. 

301 

The models for large masses differ little in relative distribution of (3, q, and T 
from static homogeneous models. The only difference lies in the energy equation. 
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Fig. I.-Variation of K and qf with mass. Upper dashed curve: main 
sequence models (Van der Borght and Meggitt); lower dashed curve: 

models constructed in the present paper. 

In the contracting models part of the energy is produced outside the core; in the static 
models all of the energy is produced in the core. As the size of the core increases with 
mass the difference between the two types of models diminishes (Fig. 1). Table 2 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON BETWEEN CONTRACTING AND 

STATIO HOMOGENEOUS MODELS FOR p.2MIM 0=80 

Characteristic 

loglo(I<p.2 LI Lo) 
p.RTe/l06Ro 

Pel;' 
xf 

qf 
Lr/L 

f3e 
f3r 
138 

Contracting 
Model 

5·735 
532 
26·5 
0·546 
0·874 
0·949 
0'395 
0·458 
0·486 

Static Model 

5·729 
528 

25·6 
0·608 
0·924 

1 
0·393 
0·469 
0·492 

compares the properties of the most massive contracting model considered here with 
those of the corresponding static homogeneous model. The effect of the 5% of the 
luminosity which is generated in the envelope of the contracting model is seen to 
be small. 
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Variation of polarization with t ime dlll'ing groups of type III bursts. The polarized component 
is shown by full lines, the nnpolarized by dashed lines. 
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